
Jeff can 
Jeff can get 
Jeff can get less 
Jeff can get less with a gap. 
 
 



Tim can mop. 
Tim can mop up suds. 
Tim can mop up wet suds.  
Tim can mop up wet suds on a rug. 
 
 



A bib fits Sung. 
A hat fits Sung. 
A mitt fits Sung. 
A bib, hat and mitt fit Sung. 
 
 



A cow 
A cow is stuck.   
A cow is stuck in mud. 
A cow is stuck in wet mud. 
 
 



A pet 
A pet jumps. 
A pet jumps in bed. 
A pet jumps in bed with Jon. 
 
 



A dog 
A dog ran. 
A dog ran and got wet. 
A dog ran and got Babs wet. 
 
 



A kid 
A kid and a big cow 
A kid yells to a big cow. 
A kid yells “stop” to a big cow. 
 
 



A pen 
A pen with ink 
A pen with red ink. 
A pen with red ink can dot. 
 
 



A pet begs. 
A pet begs for ham. 
A pet begs for hot ham. 
A pet begs for hot ham in a pan. 
 
 



A pink pig 
A pink pig hops. 
A pink pig hops in mud. 
A pink pig hops in wet mud. 
 
 



A brush 
A big brush 
A big wet brush 
A big wet brush is fun. 
 
 



A mug 
A hot mug  
A hot mug for a gal 
A hot mug for a hot gal 
 
 



Gus has wax. 
Ann has less wax. 
Sal has no wax. 
Gus and Ann need help. 
But not Sal! 
 
 



Hal is in bed with a cat. 
Hal is in bed with a hen. 
Hal is in bed with a ram. 
Hal is in bed with a fish. 
Hal is in bed with 4 pets. 
 
 



Jill fell. 
Jill fell on a hill. 
Jill fell on a wet hill. 
Jill fell on a slick, wet hill. 
 
 



Max can nab 
Max can nab a hen. 
Max can nab a red hen. 
Max can nab a red hen in a net. 
 
 



Ned fed  
Ned fed a colt. 
Ned fed a big colt. 
Ned fed a big colt from a bag. 
 
 


